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This solenoid vacuum valve is 
required where electric toilets are 
installed below the waterline and 
a Jabsco vented loop (shown left)
is installed in the inlet pipework.  
The extra suction of the electric
toilet will open the valve in vented 
loops and prevent the flush pump 
from priming.  The solenoid valve 
is wired into the toilets on/off switch.  
It closes when the toilet is operated 
ensuring pump prime.

J11-122 Solenoid valve   
 Jabsco 37068-2000

High quality tough corrosion proof marelon material.
Essential component on inlet and discharge 
plumbing of toilets installed below the static or 
heeled waterline.
Simple valve system ensures water cannot siphon
over inlet and discharge hose loops.
Available for 3 hose I.D sizes.

J11-123 20mm (3/4") hose     Jabsco 29015-0000
J11-124 25mm (1") hose     Jabsco 29015-0020
J11-125 40mm (1 1/2") hose  Jabsco 29015-0010
J11-134 Spare valves For vented loops (Pair) 29015-1000

Some toilet installations, both 
manual and electric, where the 
toilet is a long way from the water 
inlet can benefit from fitting a 
one-way check valve to ensure 
rapid toilet pump priming.
J31-127 Suits 20mm (3/4") hose
 Jabsco 29295-1011

Pre-filter installs into inlet line to 
protect manual or electric toilets 
from malfunction due to debris.
Transparent housing and screw top 
allows quick inspection & servicing.
J21-112 Suits 20mm 3/4" hose

11 - Toilets  -  Accessories

Heavy duty corrosion and 
chemical resistant polypropylene 
with stainless hardware.
For use with bilge pumps or toilet
systems.  Can be padlocked.
Ports can be rotated 90 degrees
for ease of installation to allow
hose to run in any direction.
3 sturdy mounting feet.
Easy access to valve for servicing.

Can be operated through bulkhead using 
optional handle extension kit.
Supplied with 40mm (1 1/2") ports fitted 
- with 1 x additional 25mm (1") straight port.
J11-120 "Y" Valve Jabsco 45490-1000
J11-132 Handle extension kit Jabsco 45500-1000
J11-121 Service kit (rubber parts) Jabsco 45488-0000
J11-131 Replacement handle only Jabsco 45493-0000
J11-133 Ports kit (4 ports) Jabsco 18753-0661

Bulkhead mount 'Y' valves made 
from reinforced nylon with stainless 
steel fastenings. 
Ideal for toilet or bilge pump diversion.
Two hose sizes available.

RWB1456 25mm (1") hose
RWB1457 40mm (11/2") hose

Economically priced white polypropylene vented 
loops.  Essential component on inlet and discharge 
plumbing of toilets installed below the static or 
heeled waterline.
Simple valve system ensures water cannot siphon
over inlet and discharge hose loops.
Available for 3 hose I.D sizes.

RWB6945 20mm (3/4") hose
RWB6946 25mm (1") hose
RWB6947 38mm (1 1/2") hose
SP620 Replacement cap and valve kit

Vented  Loops  -  Black Vented  Loop  Solenoid  Valve

Vented  Loops  -  White Non-Return  Valve

"Y"  Valve  -  Heavy Duty 'Y'  Valves  -  Bulkhead  Mount

Toilet  Pumpguard


